optiCONSULTING
…AFTER THE SHOW
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…AFTER THE SHOW
The last blow is half the battle. It is therefore important to start
post-processing as soon as possible and to monitor success.

Post-processing
• Sales post-processing
• Internal post-processing
NOTE:

Success monitoring
• Reference figures

For further information
and tools, please use the
linked hexagons

• Key figures
• Trade show market research instruments
• Stand / benchmark analysis
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POST-PROCESSING
Sales post-processing
It is important to clarify within which timeframe, with which measures, and by whom
sales post-processing takes place. The basis should be a systematic evaluation of the

trade show contacts, which are recorded in a standardised manner.
The benefits of timely processing of the trade show visit are:
• Fulfilling visitor expectations
(50% of visitors expect a reply within 2 weeks after visiting the show)

• Securing competitive advantages through rapid action-taking
(only one in two visitors is satisfied with the moment chosen by the exhibitor to contact them)
• Increasing the sustainability of positive impressions at the stand
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POST-PROCESSING
Sales post-processing
Measures can include:
• Thank-you note
Preparation – already before the show –, prompt sending (optimally on the day of visiting the show),
must be personalised, customised to visitor type (customer, interested party, press), possibly reference
to follow-up action
• Agreed follow-up actions
Sticking to the schedule, concrete reference to the trade show conversation, e.g. sending
information material, sending an offer, final trade show report, arranging a subsequent date,
passing on the contact to the responsible colleague
• Follow-up on no-shows
Ask for reasons, send information to interested parties, send press kit
and final trade show report to journalists
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POST-PROCESSING
Internal post-processing
• Shortly after the end of the show obtain feedback from all colleagues involved in the show, e.g. planning
team, sales, press, marketing, management
• Obtaining feedback from external partners, e.g. stand builders, agencies
• Recording positive and negative aspects of trade show participation
• Development of concrete solution proposals as a basis for future trade show participation
• Possible topics: appearance and functionality of the trade show stand, organisation in the run-up to the
trade show, procedures and regulations at the stand, efficiency of advertising measures
The results of the feedback round are analysed by the planning team and are taken into consideration for
future trade show participation.
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SUCCESS MONITORING
Reference figures
Trade shows offer a unique opportunity to obtain a direct response from the target groups as well as
to gather analytical market insights. Trade shows take place in a fixed location at a fixed time, which means

that the success of a trade show participation can be measured and evaluated very well.
Possible orientation values:
• Show objectives
• Results of previous years or other shows

• Figures collected by the trade show organiser
• Key figures (trade show contacts, visitor marketing in the run-up to the trade show, costs, attention
generated, employees)
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SUCCESS MONITORING

Trade show contacts
•
•
•

Key figures

•
•
•
•

Active contacts (lead management)
Passive contacts (visitors at the stand)
Contacts vs. total number of visitors to
the fair
Contacts vs. stand employees
Quality of the contacts (categorization)
Conclusion of sales at the trade fair
Visitor survey with thank-you note

Visitor marketing in
the run-up to the trade show
•
•
•
•

Response rate
Number of appointments
Convergence rate (number of
invitations vs. stand visit)
Number of visitors by target groups

Employees
•
•
•
•

Employee feedback
Motivation
Satisfaction, support, and
advice (visitor survey)
Service quality at the exhibition
stand (mystery visit)

Costs
•
•
•
•

Budget adherence
Costs vs. sales generated
Costs per conversation
Costs of communication time at
the trade show
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SUCCESS MONITORING
Trade show market research instruments
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SUCCESS MONITORING
Stand / benchmark analysis
What is a stand/benchmark analysis?
• Assessment of the design, functionality, and

communication aspects of your own stand
• Objective evaluation of your own exhibition stand
• Objective evaluation of the stands of selected competitors
• Benefit: Insight into the trade show appearances of competitors,

benchmarking with your own trade show presence
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SUCCESS MONITORING
Stand / benchmark analysis
What are the evaluation criteria?
• Stand design (e.g. concept, company and product image, integration of corporate design)

• Stand size (e.g. use of stand space)
• Positioning (e.g. where in the hall, remote effect, demarcation of neighbouring stands)
• Stand layout (e.g. visitor guidance, entrance, information counter)
• Use of media (e.g. staging, positioning)

• Product presentation (e.g. structuring, labelling, effect of products)
• Design of communication area (e.g. demarcation, atmosphere, catering)
• Actions (e.g. ratio information/entertainment)
• Communication of trade show participation (e.g. advertising space, press box, promotion)
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SUCCESS MONITORING
Our optiPPP:
"TradeFairBenefitCheck" – effective and free of charge:

TradeFairBenefitCheck

The AUMA [German Trade Fair and Exhibition Association] offers

AUMA

support in measuring the success of your trade fair participation
with an efficiency tool.
MEPLAN CONSULT – professional and tailored:
Our partner supports you in collecting and interpreting relevant information

MEPLAN CONSULT
MEPLAN GmbH

to determine optimisation approaches for your next participation, and offers
stand feedback and service quality analysis (on request, at a charge).
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NEXT STEP:

opti 2021
…THE LAST BLOW
IS HALF THE BATTLE...

